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We are on our way to West Point. It is the day before the ground war is declared in the Persian Gulf. The six other 

people in the van that rolls through the "nun' americaine " of the New Jersey Turnpike are midshipmen at the Naval 

Academy, Annapolis. We are going to West Point to read poetry.  

Back at Annapolis, it is the weekend. Upper-class midshipmen are out on dates, or wandering about quaint 

downtown Annapolis in same-sex pairs, clad in their navy-blue coats and identical-issue snow-white scarves; plebes 

are studying. All of them probably watch CNN for a few moments when they can, just to get an update on the war: 

those in town by ducking into bars, those in the Yard somewhat more concertedly in the wardrooms, between bites 

of Friday-night junk food.  

All in all, however, the war has affected our lives very little. To be sure, when I enter the classroom and the students 

jump to attention at the section leader's command of "attention on deck," the television in the front of the room is 

now on, tuned either to the news or to the Naval Academy's internal channel; one student--the one who sits in the 

corner, who in one of my classes is the Amero-Vietnamese with the ready smile who hasn't yet seemed to 

understand the point of Jane Austen--must always turn it off before I tell them to "have a seat," and they relax. We 

do not talk about war in class; we continue, as before, with Candide (free will vs. determinism), with A. E. Housman 

("loveliest of trees, the cherry now"), with the exercises in creative writing (imagine a family photograph and re-

create the scene leading up to it; make a list of ten objects of some shade of purple).  

During the week, students still hurry to classes across the Yard, so that for a period of ten minutes every hour the 

permissible brick arteries leading to the classroom buildings from their dormitory, Bancroft Hall (which the 

midshipmen, in a kind of unconscious homage to Freud, refer to as "Mother B"), are clogged as after a sudden 

rainfall with a stream of black-clad bodies wearing white caps; then for the next fifty minutes the dominion of the 

pampered squirrels is reestablished, with the sun shining on the hints of late-winter green in the grass--then once 

again the deluge, producing an alternation of utter quiet with frenetic activity that becomes irregular only around 

lunchtime, when the stream is more strung out and goes in the other direction, towards noon meal formation in the 

encircling arms of Mother B, or when classes are let out a few minutes early by a generous professor, producing an 

unsteady rivulet straggling up the walkways. (Those few minutes are in fact a precious gift: minutes to midshipmen 



are the equivalent of hours to other students, for a minute can mean the difference between shoes properly shined 

and a demerit, the difference between a room acceptably picked up and a black mark.)  

Or at least, the torrent is black and white in these last weeks, in late winter. Soon it will be spring, and on a certain 

date--they are always able to tell me, though I never remember--the dark suits will be abruptly wiped away one 

morning by open-necked, dark shirts that themselves, at a specific date only weeks later, turn white. The visual 

effect, in fact, produced by these uniform changes on someone looking at the Yard over a period of seasons is similar 

to that of those ranks of fans who, at a football game or political rally, hold up cards that spell or form something; 

then they turn them over and in an instant a sea of one color is dematerialized and changed into another. When this 

happens, a slightly different cast is thrown over the Yard, like a change in lighting on a stage--more like a change of 

filter in a theater in that a viewer is unable to predict it. For the changes are only loosely correlated to the actual 

change of weather; the appropriate uniforms are determined well in advance and by people deciding for other 

reasons than those of midshipmen's comfort--so that sometimes there is a period of days or weeks where the 

students shiver in their short sleeves, or sweat in their suits. (I think sometimes of the Cherry Blossom Festival in 

Washington, D. C., which as often as not takes place when the blossoms are still tight in bud, or have long since 

bloomed and are nothing but a memory.)  

No, these students are not directly threatened by the war, though those about to graduate worry that it may last so 

long they will be sent. Or perhaps in a way they hope that this may be so: after years of training it would after all be 

surprising if they did not welcome the opportunity to put that training into practice. Even now that we are at war 

they continue to make their beds (or racks, in the local parlance) so tightly that a quarter can be bounced off the 

blanket, read their assignments, exercise from 1530 to 1730--3:30 to 5:30 in the afternoon (a time they call, as if 

they were still back in their home towns, "after school"--and indeed, they take classes so continuously that their day 

must have the feel of High school: continuous instruction punctuated only by lunch, rather than the more scatter-

shot alternation of classes and study, of sitting on the lawn and reading that constitutes the day of students at other 

institutions), and prepare, at least those of them in creative writing class, their writing exercises: sonnets, 

descriptions of a physical scene, explanations of an imaginary invention.  

Many of them, however, write about their families: this is what they do best. Caught in a fragile in-between age close 

to graduation from college; after four years in an environment that discourages ongoing romantic involvements 

between the men and women of the brigade so that all of them seek their pleasure in town or at neighboring 

colleges and, I believe, find contact with the opposite sex nasty, brutish, and short; after four years of collective lives 

in the dining hall and on the drill field it is, it seems, the warmth of their families at home that they still remember 

most vividly, that situation in which they were only one rather than one of-many, in small towns where they were 

usually the golden boy or girl of their year, in a time of youth and carelessness that seems to most of them like a 

vanished age.  



Their ear for dialogue in their family situations is acute: one student, just a week ago, read what was clearly his best 

piece to date, about quibbling in the back of the car on the way home from midnight mass. As he read the insults of 

brothers he himself began to laugh, as if in pleasureful remembrance, and broke into smiles over the responses of 

the mother that he himself had called back--discovering as if for the first time through his own story how annoying 

the adults must have found his teen-aged smartness. Another student, a woman, read pages and pages of 

description of Sunday dinner in her Bronx Italian milieu, seen from the perspective of childhood: the scratchiness of 

an uncle's cheek as she kissed it, the smell of a great-aunt's hands like that of the pink bottle of lotion on the window 

sill. I tell her it needs shaping, but that she should think of writing a novel about her family: her knack for producing 

the filler of which our narratives is formed, with respect to her own memories, is (I tell her) a real gift--all of the 

sights, sounds, "he saids" and "she saids" that make up the flesh of our stories she can, it seems, churn out in 

endless profusion. One student, speaking of her parents' marriage, which had not lasted, begins to weep. I ask if we 

should go on to someone else and come back to her but she shakes her head, grimaces a smile through her tears, 

chokes up again and, skipping a paragraph or two, lurches through the rest of her piece. It ends abruptly.  

Sometimes I come upon these same students from creative writing or those plebes I have in the freshman rhetoric 

and introduction to literature courses marching to the parade field in rigid company formation. During the warm 

weather they have drill at least two afternoons a week, in that same period of the day otherwise taken up by sports. 

On the Naval Academy grounds, automobiles must give right of way to ambulances, official cars, and midshipmen in 

formation. And so it sometimes happens that I sit in my car, waiting for them to pass, or creep along behind them 

until they have abandoned the roadways and are back on the brick walks. Sometimes the ones I recognize are the 

ones walking along beside, and they are free to wave at me. The others may not look to the side, and sooner than 

make them feel I am trying to tempt them into a forbidden response, I look away, pretending I have not seen them.  

To those I may wave at in formation, I do. After all, recognizing them at all under their caps and in their uniforms 

when seen anywhere outside of the classroom is an acquired skill, and something I used to be less good at than I am 

now; it may be that after four years here I am proud of this skill and am eager for a chance to put it to work. The 

trick is to look at the eyes, focusing immediately, in the split second of approach before passing, on that one narrow 

band of individuality--the face--that is exposed through their otherwise identical clothing. I have even got so good 

that I can tell them with the brim of their caps (official term: cover) pulled down over their faces; it is supposed to 

come down to a two-fingers-width from the top of the nose. Sometimes they enter my class with an angry horizontal 

red line across their foreheads from the brim of the caps that looks like a slash and makes them seem oddly 

vulnerable. Put on in the instant of exiting a building, by contrast, the caps hide their eyes and render them 

invulnerable, like a motorcycle cop exercising control behind mirror-surfaced sunglasses.  

Sometimes I think I have not adapted well to life at the Naval Academy, never having ceased to find it strange that 

these same people toting rifles--filled with lead, as it happens, to prevent mishaps-and clanking ceremonial swords so 



rigidly in formation in the middle of the road, are the same students who sprawl in their absurdly under-sized desks 

in my classes and reveal their dreams, their regrets, their memories through their written words. The parades 

themselves present even more of a paradox to me, the surface of their collective self formed even more completely, 

like an oil slick reflecting the sun and covering over any glimpse of the life in the water below: thousands of black-

clad bodies advancing in perfect formation, the flicker of thousands of snow-white gloves moving from rifles to thighs 

in minimalist precision. And though the voice from the reviewing stand gives the name and hometown of each 

company's commander as it passes in review--which suggests that each and every one of these marching dots has a 

name and a place of origin--from the stands they are indistinguishable as individuals; only the women can be made 

out for their altered caps, and their shorter gaits. Surely, I think when I see them at such exercises, there is some 

inherent contradiction between the extremely institutional life they lead and the so-personal utterances they produce 

in my classes. Or is it only I who do not see the connection, my problem the result of a rigidity of categories fully the 

equal of what I sometimes sense in them, an artificial separation between the life of the mind and the life of the 

body, which they have transcended and I have not?  

I think, at any rate, that it is the switch from human to inhuman, vulnerable to invulnerable between classroom and 

parade field that amazes me. Sometimes, seeing them on the street in their full uniforms, I am surprised to find 

them taller than I, so that I must look up to them--and then am rueful at my own surprise. Yet, I remind myself, only 

a few men and even fewer women are taller than I, and it would certainly not occur to me to think it even possible 

for my students to be so, seeing them day after day as I do from my position of authority on the raised platforms at 

the front of the rooms. The fact of authority and the hierarchy it implies is so all-pervasive here that--as a civilian 

professor who has no contact with the purely military instruction that my students receive in the hours when they are 

not reading Augustine or Anais Nin for my classes--it may be in this structuring that I sense most often that goal for 

which my students are being prepared, rather than in the few times I see them in formation with their useless show 

rifles, even now in this time of war.  

Of course, there are more direct reminders, but they are brief: there are always those unsettling few days in the fall 

when the Beaux-Arts serenity of the campus is destroyed by the display of new military hardware manned by the 

Marines from across the river; near-hairless men in combat gear stand by the newest killing machines parked on the 

grass (the sacred grass that midshipmen may not walk on, so that the Yard does not become cries-crossed with the 

trails that gradually wear away the grass from a civilian college) in front of the chapel, before the English 

department. Yet most unsettling of all is walking outside and seeing my students who have just finished talking about 

Shakespeare, Brecht, or narrative structure clustered around them, finding out how to camouflage themselves for 

polar warfare, talking animatedly to the equally enthusiastic Marines about hardware from the latest howitzer to the 

serrated-edge knife for SEALS, the killer divers of the Navy.  



But then these barbed blobs of iron are removed from the grass and things return to normal, with tourists and 

squirrels providing the only spots of non-standard action in the Yard. As for the war, well, surely--we think--that will 

soon be over; it is interesting but not totally absorbing, as a fight we might conceivably lose would be. Yet, as I say, 

through all this, day in and day out, the structure of authority remains--and it is here that I taste most strongly the 

system they are being trained to serve at the United States Naval Academy. I call them by their last names: Mr. X 

and Miss Y. They call me "sir"; on the rare occasions when they think I am mad at them, the numbers of "sir"s in a 

sentence doubles, or trebles. I get what I want by telling them: could you please take your bookbag off the desk, I 

can't see you--they understand that this is an order. When students come by during my office hours they stand in 

the doorway and ask for "permission to come on board"; they will not sit in the chair provided for that purpose until I 

explicitly invite them to do so. They come to attention when I enter the room, and when I am ready to leave it.  

Of course, being a tall male with a loud voice, I can afford to be generous: I "ask" them to do things rather than 

telling them, I let them joke, I ask for personal responses. In my office I even sit in a chair that is the same level as 

theirs, and pull mine over genially to theirs so that we can go over the paper or text in question together. (Some of 

the younger faculty members, by contrast, perhaps most especially the women, put the students who come seeking 

their help--which is to say, the strapping men the Naval Academy attracts--in easy chairs fully six inches shorter than 

their own, so that the student must try to sit up in a shifting seat-they will not slouch--and in any case look up to the 

instructor as they talk.) Yet all this looseness is in the context of a presumed constraint: they know, and I know, that 

it can all be tightened again if I so choose; each joke they tell in my class is a special dispensation, enjoyed as a 

privilege. Yet their formulae of respect--even if learned by rote, and not internalized-mime sufficiently well to satisfy 

me the structures of distance now all but gone from our American first-name world.  

But what, I find myself wondering again and again, has a hierarchical structure of authority to do with either the 

production or appreciation of poetry? What, indeed, has life in the military at all to do with the minute examination 

of sensibility and feeling that literature offers? Well, of course, there is a practical side to things, from a pedagogical 

point of view: they understand some of the things we read better precisely because of the life they lead away from 

my eyes. To begin with, they understand better than most people any text involving war, which I find myself 

teaching more and more often in an attempt to involve them; they even understand better texts that deal with 

power, with dedication, with responsibility. They understand structure better than their contemporaries outside the 

wall that surrounds the academy, and they understand the postponement of immediate pleasures in the pursuit of 

longer-term goals.  

The thought of killing is something else they understand better than I, or at least appear to. At any rate, most of 

them seem to take it for granted. I, by contrast, have not yet come to terms even with natural death--the cessation 

of that so-developed world of sensibility and feeling that literature exists to develop and preserve--much less with 

death inflicted by one human being on another. How could someone live with the responsibility of having put an end 



to such a vast world, like a world on an atom of the science-fiction stories that can be destroyed in a moment? Yet 

most of them simply eat up those concoctions of blood, metal, and adrenalin that Hollywood produces: they root for 

the hero who mows down the enemy, and cheer when he wins for his righteous cause. Do they simply not 

understand the implications of what they are cheering for?  

Here, to be sure, I am talking largely of the plebes, those who will by and large go on to major in the technical 

subjects that compose the largest proportion of the academy's academic offerings. Our English majors, by contrast, 

seem a slightly different breed: they are the disaffected, those who came to Annapolis thinking they would major in 

naval systems engineering and who over the course of a year or two gradually realized, as if coming to terms with an 

abnormal sexuality, that they preferred reading books, so that they still feel that they have somehow failed to 

measure up, and are disappointing Dad or Uncle Bob. Many of them wear a somewhat hangdog look: what they are 

doing is, to be sure, perfectly permissible in the system, but it is not well thought of. English is tolerated by the 

administration, but not encouraged, save insofar as our two-semester plebe course will help them write memos. Yet 

even English majors march, wear uniforms, salute, and make service selections.  

Thus it is almost with a feeling of secret awe that I regard my students marching in cadence in their uniforms--for 

these include even those students of mine who have wept in my presence over remembrances of their family, who 

have laughed over the on-target rendering of adolescent bickering. They have chosen to plug themselves into a 

system that will force them to take certain actions that I do not understand; frequently I would like to be able to do 

the same. Sometimes I think that they, in contrast to me, have managed to keep the realm of thought within its 

proper bounds. Or have they, by contrast, never seen its breadth?  

Once I thought that the mind could determine, by its own efforts, the course of our action: I read books as if each 

closed cover issued an implicit challenge, as if this particular one I held in my hands could be the one that held the 

secret I was looking for--like the slices of a Scandinavian cake, one of which contains the gold coin. Then one day, I 

learned that this was wrong--that mere thought does not bring us forward. It is not that it stifles action, as Hamlet 

found--rather that it is irrelevant. And this discovery I regard as the end of my youth. Ceasing in the lull that followed 

on this discovery to think, to reason, to make distinctions, I discovered that I was still alive, still needed food and 

exercise, still felt the impulsion to live: a discovery as surprising to me as to a child on a roller coaster who thinks 

that his own wild gyrations are making the car move forward yet who, suddenly becoming still, finds that he is still 

propelled forward, and at exactly the same speed as when he was being more active.  

It was then I discovered the body, which I had hitherto taken for granted--somewhat later than most people, I think, 

for by then I was a young adult. And since then I have considered the body the proof of the ultimate uselessness of 

all thought, the entity that proves our so-delicate meditations, our considerations, our attempt to put just the right 

word precisely there in the structure of an argument so much time-filling overrefnement. Hence my satisfaction in 



being able to go, as my students here go, to the gym--to swim, to pump iron, to run. I understand too (as perhaps I 

should by rights not do) their deep bodily narcissism, their flexing contests in Mother B, their obsession with biceps 

and pectorals. Of course, I think I have probably come to this understanding from without; they have never known 

anything else.  

It may be because I am not as sure as I might be that this difference ultimately matters that I mull over the fact this 

evening (by now we have turned up the Palisades Parkway, but in the dark it is all the same, and I am not driving) 

that we are on our way to our sister military academy, in the middle of a declared war, to read poetry. For this, as 

well as for other reasons, I find it strange. And as the weekend goes on, my sense of strangeness does not dissipate.  

The following morning I reflect that the buildings at West Point have none of the charm of those at Annapolis; the 

Naval Academy's situation as part of a tourist-friendly eighteenth-century town is quite different from West Point's 

splendid isolation here among the hills at this curve of the Hudson, where the river speeds up and goes 130 feet 

deep around a narrow outcropping of rock. In addition, the buildings at West Point are gray and massive, the 

architects evidently having decided long ago to try and be brazen about their ugliness, as if it had been intentional all 

along, and continuing to build in the same style: the buildings all mime battlements, fortresses, and cause the Naval 

Academy's delicate curlicues of white stone topped by pale green copper roofs to seem almost feminine by 

comparison.  

Our meeting of creative-writing students is in a Greek-style hall that I had pegged, on our drive-through in the dark 

the night before, as the museum. Instead, it turns out to be the equivalent of what is called Memorial Hall at 

Annapolis. Upstairs there is a ballroom with portraits of graduates who have made history: Sherman, Grant, Lee, 

Patton. The walls leading down the stairs are encrusted with tablets to the memory of graduates killed in nineteenth- 

and early-twentieth-century wars. Those who had the misfortune to die in more recent wars and conflicts, where the 

casualties were more numerous and the deaths as a result somehow less personal, receive only a mention in a larger 

tablet, their names equally brazen but smaller. My West Point counterpart, an Army major, points out to my 

colleague from Annapolis who has come in the other van the radical falling-off of deaths in the last years of the 

Vietnam conflict: West Pointers, he concludes, were not sent in appreciable numbers after about 1970. My colleague, 

a 1972 West Point graduate, nods; I am already on my way downstairs.  

We go into a room with wing chairs and Oriental carpets; there are introductions. We take seats, facing away from 

an extraordinary view of the Hudson; the sun is shining on the hills beyond. The announcement is made that the 

ground war in the Gulf began the night before; everyone knows this already and we go on immediately.  

The West Pointers, being the hosts, begin; the leader of their creative-writing club is a young man dressed in 

fatigues with combat boots. This weekend is also Army-Navy Winter Sports Weekend; the wearing of fatigues is a 

sign of spirit. In fact, ours is not the only group of midshipmen at West Point this weekend; the wrestling matches 



have taken place just before our gathering--Navy was ahead, so the midshipmen are pleased. Indeed, some of my 

students back at Annapolis had joked with me a few days before: they asked if I was coach of the Varsity Poetry 

Reading Team, and as a send-off gave me a hearty "Beat Army!"  

This young man--I have not caught his name and must look at his tag when I address him; military name tags are 

marvelous inventions, I think once again--begins with a reading, from Shelley's Defense of Poetry, about the 

superiority of poetry over things of everyday life. The assembled students are respectfully silent when he is finished, 

then someone asks, to indicate both solemnity and appreciation: What is there to say? All nod.  

Am I the only one who thinks this strange? I look at my colleague. If he is troubled he is putting on a brave face. So, 

for that matter, am I. The young man in combat boots introduces me. At Annapolis, I explain, creative writing is a 

course like any other in which the students receive grades--that become part of their grade-point averages. (These 

averages are important to them not because they help determine admission to a graduate school, as they would do 

at most institutions, but because they determine rank in class--deciding whether students will be allowed their first 

choice of service selection: nuclear power, surface warfare, submarines. Even poetry has a practical application at 

Annapolis, I sometimes think--this one if no other.) At West Point, by contrast, I have learned that creative writing is 

not a course and no credit is given; instead the Poetry Society meets weekly or biweekly, usually (I am told) in the 

absence of a faculty member. How amazing, I think: such dedication. The cadets around me hold dog-eared 

notebooks in which they have written their poems, some of them having embellished them with drawings or 

pertinent photographs.  

The first one to read student-produced work is a female cadet. She is stunning, despite--or because of--her combat 

gear. Pale white skin, a hair style that conforms to the exigencies of necessary shortness without seeming chopped 

off, evident curves beneath her camouflage. I had talked with her over coffee only minutes before: her parents are 

artists, she told me. Professional ones, at an art school. What are you doing here? I ask. Well, she says, most artists 

I know are a little bit flaky. I wanted to do something for the non-flaky side of me for a while--later I may write. I am 

entranced, so much so that I nearly miss the hubbub caused by the discovery of a wet teabag an unthinking cadet or 

midshipman has put on the naked surface of the polished wood table: we smear the spot with mayonnaise from a 

tea sandwich.  

When, a few minutes later, she begins to read I realize that her poem is bad, something about sitting in a museum. 

She apologizes to the cadets at the end, acknowledging that they have heard it before. Do these students have their 

Poetry Club party pieces, I wonder, reading the same inept poems over and over again? When she is finished she 

tells the story behind its production, what really meant what, "explains" it through an exhaustive catalogue of her 

intentions. This, I am to find over the next day and a half, is the norm for the cadets: all add the commentary of the 

story of the poem's production; none asks if this is relevant, irrelevant, already indicated in the text, or utterly absent 



from it. The midshipmen, perhaps as the result of their classes--or of the last-minute coaching session in the van on 

the way up--are more prepared to be analytical: does line x really contribute to the poem; what is the effect of word 

y? I am pleased with my students.  

We alternate, Army with Navy. Perhaps the midshipmen back at Annapolis were right: this is taking on the 

atmosphere of a poetry match after all. One of my students reads a piece I have heard before, indeed one I have 

heavily edited. I want to explain how it is better now than before, and why, but restrain myself, looking out the 

window at the sun on the late-winter hills beyond, the swath of the river that is visible from this point on the bluffs. A 

cadet reads, then a midshipman. Their poems are bad, but not too bad. I make a few comments, as do others. I am 

diplomatic, loose: this is all for fun, and a weekend. The cadet who follows speaks with an audible twinge of Georgia, 

or Alabama; stiff red hair sticks out of the top of his head like a brush. He is obviously uncomfortable and prefaces 

his reading by saying that this is something quite different from what we have heard before. It is an open letter to 

war protesters, accusing them of being less than honorable Americans, asking why they stab the troops in the back. I 

sit back and smile inwardly: this I can deal with; this poses no contradiction.  

Nor does the delicate poem of another boy who follows, a midshipman, about the throat of a woman seen in a park. 

I know him; he is the best writer I have ever seen at the academy. His girlfriend--or ex-girlfriend, as he now tells 

me--is Quaker; he understands by talking with her that not everyone wants to be defended, certainly not all women 

by all men. He understands too that some day he may be called upon to stop writing poetry and kill, and 

understands that this is not something he should understand. He is as sophisticated (I want to say) as this earnest 

young red-head is naive; he is too like me. Him I understand, as I do his counterpart on the other end of the 

spectrum; neither extreme poses a problem, the completely aware, and the completely unaware.  

No, it is all the others who stick in my craw; those in between about whom I think as I go jogging in the cold, the 

upper surfaces of my hands feeling burned against the wind (I have packed with not a great enough divergence in 

mind between Maryland and New York temperatures--or has it merely become colder this weekend?): those more 

average cadets and midshipmen with their desire to do something honorable, right, and patriotic with their lives, 

their drive greater than that of the other high average students in their high schools back home in their Podunk that 

has brought them here and that helps them endure the humiliations to which the system intentionally exposes them 

every day in its effort to teach them respect, the art of following orders, and team spirit. Team spirit that should not, 

I think, tolerate the rampant individualism necessitated by poetry, something whose cultivation they nonetheless 

evidently continue to find necessary.  

I stop suddenly, my heart racing, my breath coming in foggy puffs, my exposed thighs seared by the cold air and 

almost scarlet: I am at the wall overlooking the narrow pert of the Hudson. Behind me is the parade field, the ugly 

gray buildings. My hands grasp the sharp stones, their cold more solid than that of the air. But of course, I think, it is 



precisely the curbing of individualism that such poetry societies and creative writing courses aim at, not its 

development, this the appropriation by the system of what otherwise could overthrow it. Nor, for that matter--I 

remind myself, panting away--is the production of literature itself a totally personal act, even if it takes place in 

isolation: tied as we are to forms, to postulated audience reactions, we writers are more chained to others than the 

most securely fettered prisoner in a chain gang.  

Is this the reason I love them so, these earnest young men and women who write poems between parades, who 

have spent this first day of our land war reading their stories aloud in a building that is a virtual necropolis of their 

predecessors in this school drenched in the tradition of battle and death? To be sure, I do not understand their 

willingness to put an end to the life of another individual. But is the absolute forming of life that is the causing of 

another's death ultimately so very different from the smaller-scale formation into the structures of art? Does art not 

ultimately acknowledge, and bow to, the social sphere fully as much as any of the parades in which they become 

dots on the field? I suddenly think that they are my reflection, turned side to side but otherwise identical: they begin 

social and seek the individual; I the opposite. And perhaps none of us will ever attain what we seek. I turn my back 

on the river and begin to run once again, the burning on my hands starting up again against the wind.  

 


